Ill tion of policymakers and researchers on the causes of failure, especially on the role of government policy Deposit insurance had left the banking industry-more leveraged than it would otherwise have been, and encouraged individual banks to take greater risks as losses eroded their net worth. In response, regulators imposed risk-adjusted capital requirements and Congress enacted the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 (FDICIA), which mandated risk-based deposit insurance premiums and refined the risk-based capital standards.' Similarly the enactment of The Interstate Banking and Branching Efficiency Act of 1994, which permitted interstate branching, stemmed from the view that branching restrictions hamper geographic diversification and had contributed to the high number of failures in regions suffering economic downturns.
The United States last experienced high numbers of bank failures during the Great Depression, when some 9,000 banks failed. Researchers have blamed various government policies, especially branching restrictions, for contributing to banking instability during the Depression. There has, however, been little empirical study of the effects of banking market structure and regulation on failures during this period, a gap which this article attempts to fill.
Previous studies have taken little notice of the wide interstate variation in the number of failures and failure rates during the Great Depression. This article investigates whether this variation can be explained solely by differences in the extent to which income declined, or whether various state banking policies or differences in market structure contributed to interstate variation in failure rates. It also investigates why banking market structures differed across states. The analysis indicates that, after controlling for the extent to which economic activity declined, the proportion of deposits in failed banks was lower in states where branch banking was more prevalent. In addition, both the bank failure rate and proportion of deposits in failed banks varied inversely with the relative number of federally chartered (national) banks in a state. Finally the study shows that the state deposit insurance systems of the 1920s had lingering effects on banking market structures even after insurance had ended. Thus, as researchers have found for the 1980s, government policies, such as branching restrictions and deposit insurance, appear to have had measurable impacts on market outcomes and bank failures during the Great Depression.
RANK EAILURES IN THE DEPRESSION.: CAUSES AND CONSEOUENCES
From 1929 to 1933, U.S. gross national product declined 29 percent (in constant dollars), the price level fell 25 percent, the unemployment rate reached 25 percent, and some 9,000 banks suspended operations because of financial distress. A bank that suspended operations need not have "failed," in that a receiver need not have been appointed to liquidate the bank. Suspended banks, however, include only those that closed on FDICIAalso limited the discretion of regulators to permit insolvent banks from continuing to operate. Some researchers argue that the closure pohcy known as "too-big-to-fail' had encouraged eocessive dsk-toking because it had the effect of expanding depositinsurance coverage heyond $100,000 per account at banks that regulators deemed tao large to close. See Keeley (19901 forfurther analysis of the role of deposit insurance during the I 9fOs.
FEDERAL RESERVE SANK OF ST. LOUIS D1tIIIEM ARCN/APRIL 199S account of financial difficulty Following much of the literature, I use the terms "suspension" and "failure" interchangeably
Economists have debated the causes of the Depression since the 1930s. In the past 30 years, this debate has focused on the role of bank failures. In Monetary History of the United States, Friedman and Schwartz (1963) argue that banking panics in the autumn of 1930, and the spring and autumn of 1931 sharply reduced the supply of money which, in turn, caused economic activity to decline. Other researchers, however, such as Temin (1976) , contend that bank failures occurred largely as a result of falling national income. In Temin's view, the economic downturn reduced the demand for money and bank failures were the means by which the money supply fell to accommodate that decline.
The debate over the role of bank failures and monetary forces in causing the Great Depression continues to simmer, and is reviewed by Wheelock (1992b) . A recent view, originating with Bernanke (1983), proposes a non-monetary explanation of how bank failures contributed to the Depression. Bernanke argues that apart from their impact on the money supply bank failures depressed output by raising the cost of credit intermediation.
Much of the research on the causes and consequences of bank failures during the Depression has had a macroeconomic orientation, with little emphasis on the role of regulation or market structure. Some researchers, however, have argued that the prevalence of unit banking left the U.S. banking system especially vulnerable to failures during the Depression, and that nationwide branching helped limit failures and banking panics in other countries. For example, the conventional view is that nationwide branching protected the Canadian banking system during the Depression (for example, see White, 1984; or Grossman, 1994) , though Kryznowski and Roberts (1993) estimate that on a market value basis, all Canadian banks were insolvent at some point during the Depression. This focus on branching vs. unit banking has been national, with little consideration of whether differences in state branching laws, other banking regu-lations or market structure contributed to interstate differences in bank failure rates. Regional variation in failures has largely been ignored or simply attributed to differences in the extent to which income declined.
Several studies have attempted to determine whether the causes of bank failures during the Depression were like those of failures during the 1920s. For example, Temin (1976) finds that, like the 1920s, dechning agricultural income explains many of the failures of 1930 and 1931. White (1984) shows that the characteristics of banks that failed in 1930 were like those of previous failures. Calomiris and Mason (1994) present similar findings for failures during the Chicago banking panic ofJune 1932. On the other hand, Wicker (1980) shows that many failures in 1930 stemmed from the collapse of one Southern financial institution, CaldweIl and Company which he concludes was largely independent of the decline in economic activity Stauffer (1981) offers further evidence that bank failures were independent of the decline in activity by showing that in the 11 cotton-producing states with significant declines in output, bank failures were more closely related to banking market structure than to changes in local income. Whether this was also true of other states, however, is unclear Nfl_STATE •øp~r~~7Ĩ N SANK EAOURSS AND FAITUP:E PATES This article investigates the interstate variation in bank failures during 1929-32. The failures of 1933 are not studied here because the bank holiday in March 1933, and subsequent institutional changes, substantially altered the timing and likely causes of failures. All banks were shut during the bank holiday and only those licensed by regulators were permitted to reopen. Not all banks that would reopen had done so by the end of 1933, and some that did were later found to be insolvent. This suggests that the determinants of bank failures in 1933 should be studied apart from those of other Depression years. Similarly I leave for future research the causes of failures during the remainder of the I930s. Figure 1 shows the distribution of bank failures across the United States during 1929-32 (see the appendix for data sources). Rhode Island escaped the period without any bank failures. No other state had fewer than two failures. Other states with fewer than 10 bank failures include Vermont, Maine, New Hampshire, Delaware, New Mexico and Wyoming. Generally Midwestern states suffered the highest numbers of bank failures. Illinois had 602 failures, the most of any stare. Only three other states had more than 300 failures: Iowa with 476, Nebraska with 358 and Missouri with 328. The mean number of failures across all states was 120, and the median was 91 failures. For comparison, from 1980 to 1989, the two states with the most bank failures were Texas with 350 and Oklahoma with 105.
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The number of failures can, of course, be a misleading statistic because the number of banks varies widely across stares. Figure 2 maps the distribution of bank failure rates during 1929-32, in which the annual failure rate is defined as the total number of suspensions during a year divided by the number of banks operating at mid-year. Even though Illinois had the most failures, it did not have the highest failure rate. That dubious distinction went to Nevada, which had a yearly average failure rate of more than 16 percent, despite having just 19 bank failures during the period. Illinois, other Midwestern and Southern states with high numbers of bank failures, however, generally also had high failure rates. Besides Nevada, other states with high failure rates included South Carolina, Florida and Arkansas, each with a rate of 15 percent. Ar the other extreme, five New England states, plus New Mexico, Wyoming, New York, Massachusetts and New Jersey all had failure rates under 3 percent. The mean failure rate among all states was 6.6 percent, while the median was 5.5 percent. For comparison, between 1980 and 1989, the average annual bank failure rate in the United States was 0.77 percent. Eight states had no failures during the period, while Alaska, Oregon and Texas had failure rates of 6.3 percent, 2.4 percent and 2.3 percent, respectively the most of any states. Figure 3 maps the average annual rate of deposits in failed banks during 1929-32, where Bank Suspensions Per Active Bank, 1929-32 the annual rate of deposits in failed banks is the sum of deposits in failed banks during a year divided by the volume of deposits in all banks at mid-year. A state could have had a low number of bank failures, or a low failure rate, but a high rare of deposits in failed banks if those banks that did fail held a high share of the state's bank deposits. On the other hand, a high number of failures, or a high failure rate, did not necessarily produce a high rate of deposits in failed banks if failing banks held a comparatively low share of a stare's deposits. Moreover, there is no reason to expect that the determinants of the bank failure rate and rate of deposits in failed banks will be the same.
During 1929-32, the rate of deposits in failed banks and the bank failure rate were highly correlated (a correlation coefficient Still, comparison 0 f Figures 2 and 3 reveals that not all states with high bank failure rates also had high rates of deposits in failed banks, and that some states with relatively low failure rates had high rates of deposits in failed banks. Connecticut, for example, had a relatively low bank failure rate (3.6 percent), but a relatively high rate of deposits in failed banks (3.9 percent). On the other hand, Georgia had a high failure rate (8.0 percent), but a comparatively low rate of deposits in failed banks (1.6 percent) because most of the banks that failed in Georgia were quite small. Besides Nevada, other stares with high rates of deposits in failed banks included South Carohna, Florida, North Carolina, Iowa, Mississippi and Arkansas, all with rates above 7 percent. States with low rates of deposits in failed banks include those in the Northeast, California and scattered others. The mean rate across all states was 3.4 percent, while the median was 2.1 percent.
What explains interstate differences in bank failure rates and in the rate of deposits in failed banks? One hypothesis is that banking distress was more severe in regions suffering the largest declines in economic activity because banks in those regions likely experienced the largest losses on their loans and other assets. The extent to which per capita income fell during 1929-32 ranged from 32 percent in Massachusetts to 56 percent in Mississippi (both the mean and median declines were 44 percent). It seems reason-able to expect that failure rates were higher in states suffering the largest income declines.
Conceivably income fell more in some states because of a high rate of bank failures.
Some researchers argue that banking panics triggered the decline in national income, while others contend that bank failures merely reflected falling income caused by other forces. Ideally an econometric analysis of the determinants of bank failure would treat the change in income as simultaneously determined with bank failures. The specification of such a system in this context presents a number of challenges and is therefore left to future research. Among the difficulties is a lack of suitable variables to serve as instruments for state-level changes in per capita income. For example, state income estimates prior to 1929 are not available. Readers are cautioned that the models presented here may be subject to simultaneous-equations bias.
As in the 1920s, the majority of banks that failed during the Depression were small rural banks whose prosperity depended largely on agriculture. Alston, Grove and Wheelock (1994) show that differences in farm foreclosure rates explain much of the interstate variation in bank failure rates during 1926-29. Other studies, including Friedman and Schwartz (1963) and Temin (1976) , note a relationship between agricultural distress and bank failures in the 1930s, but do pot examine whether falling agricultural income dominates other possible explanations of failures. An exception is Stauffer (1981), but he focuses exclusively on 11 Southern states. Moreover, even though falling agricultural income might explain a high number of bank failures during the Depression, because the rural banks that failed in such large numbers were typically quite small, agricultural distress might not explain the proportion of deposits in failed banks.
Apart from the severity of agricultural distress, the preponderance of failures among very small banks suggests that bank size itself, or some other characteristic of small banks, might explain their relatively high failure rate. The failure rate in 1930-31 of national and state-chartered banks was inversely correlated with bank size, declining from 25 percent of active banks on June 30, 1930, for banks with FEDERAL RESERVE RANK OP ST. LOUIS lilyllEM ARCH/APRIL 1995 fewer than S150,000 of loans and investments, to 2 percent for banks with at least $50 million of loans and investments (Federal Reserve Board, non-dated publication, p. 67). If small banks were less diversified than large banks, either geographically or along product lines, they might have been more vulnerable to a downturn in a given market. For example, White (1986) argues that their greater involvement in the securities business might have left large banks better diversified and, hence, less likely to fail than small banks. Accordingly a predominance of small, undiversified unit banks might explain the generally higher bank failure rates of the rural Midwest and South.
A lack of diversification might not explain entirely why the failure rate of small banks exceeded that of large banks. Typically small banks had state charters and the failure rate of state-chartered banks during the Depression exceeded that of national banks. In 1929, the failure rates of national and state banks were 0.8 and 3.4 percent, respectively; in 1930, they were 2.2 and 7.1 percent; in 1931, 6.0 and 12.1 percent; and in 1932,4.5 and 8.7 percent (Bremer, 1935, p. 46) . Differences in regulation or supervision might explain the relatively high failure rate of state-chartered banks and, hence, of small banks. For example, in most states, national banks had higher minimum capital requirements and were subject to greater restrictions on real estate lending than state-chartered institutions.
Apart from differences in the regulation or supervision of national and state banks, other state banking policies might have affected state banking markets or failure rates. Branch banking restrictions, for example, can hamper diversification and, to the extent that the timing or magnitude of a decline in economic activity varies geographically a bank with multiple offices might be able to offset losses in one region \vith profits in another. Although unit banking predominated in the United States in the 1930s, several states permitted at least limited branching within their borders. In 1930, nine states, including Arizona, California and North Carolina, permitted state-wide branching, and 12 others permitted linrited branching. Banks in 18 states had no branches at all. As ofJune 1930, U.S. commercial banks operated 3,618 branches. Of these, 853 were in California, with some 300 belonging to the Bank of Italy (the forerunner of Bank of America). California had nearly twice as many branch offices as it had banks. Rhode Island was the only other state having more branches than banks.
3 If the opportunity to branch afforded banks greater diversification, or permitted them to operate at a more efficient scale, states that allowed branching might have had lower bank failure rates. 3
A second policy that could have affected bank failure rates is deposit insurance. Eight states -Kansas, Mississippi, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas and Washingtonenacted insurance systems for their state-chartered banks following the "Panic of 1907." In each system, insurance premiums were low and unrelated to failure risk, thereby creating a subsidy that appears to have caused more bank entry and greater risk-taking than would have otherwise occurred (see Calomiris, 1989 Calomiris, , 1992 and Wheelock, 1992a, 1993) .
Banks proliferated throughout the United States in the two decades before 1920. In 1900, the United States had 12,427 banks. By 1920, the number had reached 30,291, thanks in part to rapid growth in agricultural states during the commodity price boom of World War I (Board of Governors, 1959) . The number of banks increased particularly fast in states with deposit insurance systems, such as North Dakota, which by 1920 had one bank for every 720 persons, the most of any state.
The wartime boom came to an end in 1920. Commodity prices collapsed, triggering widespread bank failures in rural areas. Subsequently states with the highest numbers of banks per capita in 1920 suffered the highest failure rates, and members of state insurance systems had higher failure rates than uninsured banks. By 1929, each of the state insurance syslems was either insolvent or closed by state authorities. Because none of the systems carried a state guaranty depositors, rather than taxpayers, suffered losses if insurance premiums were inadequate. An exception was Mississippi, where the state assumed the obligations of its insurance system and issued bonds to reimburse depositors of failed banks. Further detail about the state insurance systems can 
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The main objective of this article is to discern whether differences in state banking policies contributed to interstate variation in failure rates during the Great Depression. Accordingly in modeling the determinants of bank failure rates during 1929-32, 1 control for cross-state differences in the level of economic distress by including the percentage change in per capita income, and the average annual farm and business failure rates as independent variables. I expect that the more per capita income fell and the higher the rates of farm and business failures, the higher were state bank failure rates and rates of deposits in failed banks.
To test whether within-state branching helped to limit failures, perhaps by enabling greater diversification or scale, I include the ratio of branches to operating banks in 1930 as another independent variable. I expect that failure rates and the rate of deposits in failed banks were lower where branching was more prevalent.
Next, I include dummy variables reflecting whether a state had a deposit insurance system during the 1920s. By affecting a state's banking market structure, deposit insurance could have had an impact on failure rates during the 1930s even though insurance no longer existed. Deposit insurance caused more entry and encouraged greater risk-taking than would have otherwise occurred and, hence, the banking systems of states with insurance might have been more vulnerable to a decline in economic activity In other words, failure rates might have been higher because deposit insurance generated more banks than were economically viable once insurance had ended, or because banks that had been insured continued to hold especially risky portfolios.
Apart from its impact on the number of banks per capita, the collapse of state deposit insurance systems in the 1920s caused declines in the number of state-chartered banks relative to the number of national banks. In 1908, the Comptroller of the Currency ruled that national banks could not join state deposit insurance systems. This led to a relative increase in the number and deposit shares of state-chartered banks in the states enacting insurance systems. The decade-long shakeout of rural banks that followed the collapse of commodity prices in 1920 reduced the number of state banks. More than 5,700 banks failed in the '20s, and Alston, Grove and Wheelock (1994) show that rural failure rates were higher in states with deposit insurance systems, after controlling for the extent of agricultural distress. Moreover, Wheelock (1993) finds that the demise of deposit insurance caused especially large declines in the relative number of state-chartered banks, both because the rate of failure among insured state banks was high and because many state banks switched to national charters to escape state insurance systems. These effects were especially large in states where the insurance systems collapsed (or were closed by state authorities) early in the decade. For this reason, the impact of deposit insurance on market structure, and hence on failures during the 1930s, might differ in states where insurance ended early in the '20s from its impact in other insurance stares. Therefore, I include one dummy variable, set equal to 1 in states in which insurance lasted to either 1928 or 1929 (Mississippi, North Dakota and Nebraska), and to zero otherwise. I set a second dummy equal to 1 in states in which insurance ended by the mid-1920s (Kansas, Oklahoma, South Dakota and Texas), and to DFYllM ARCH/APRIL 1995 The branching ratio is positively 01. related with lath the percentage change to per capita incorane and business failare rate If the latter i s omitted, the coefficient on the branching ratio is larger oaf statsticofy sigaificant in the lank failure ante regression.
Determinants of Interstate Variation in Bank Failure Rates
charters to be unusually high in these states, and if differences in regulation or supervision caused national banks to have lower failure rates than state-chartered banks, deposit insurance might have caused fewer Depression-era bank failures. Conceivably the coefficients on the two insurance dummies could differ if the effects of insurance differed between states whose systems ended early and those in which insurance lasted until decade's end. Table 1 reports regression estimates in which the average annual bank failure rate and the log of the average annual rate of deposits in failed banks are the dependent variables. I estimate models of the log of the rate of deposits in failed banks because the residuals from such models appear to be normally distributed, while those from models of the level of the rate of deposits in failed banks do not. Because the value of this variable for Rhode Island is zero, I omitted this observation when estimating the reported regressions. Assigning an arbitrarily small value to this observation and re-estimating the models does not, however, substantially alter the results.
In stares with few banks, each bank failure has a larger impact on the failure rate than in states with many banks, which could cause the errors of the model to be larger in states with fewer banks. Hence, to correct for heteroscedasticity, each variable in the failure rate models has been multiplied by the square root of the average annual number of operating banks. Weighting gives more importance to those states, located mainly in the Midwest and South, that had large numbers of banks, and less to states with fewer banks (like those in the West and Northeast).
Models 1 and 5 include only measures of economic activity as independent variables. The more per capita income fell during 1929-32, the higher were both the failure rate and the rate of deposits in failed banks. Typically states with large declines in per capita income also had relatively high farm failure rates, and the correlation coefficient between these two variables is -0.57, which is significant at the 0.01 level. Nevertheless, in the bank failure rate model (model 1), the coefficient on the farm failure rate is positive and statistically significant, indicating that a higher farm failure rate caused a higher bank failure rate. The coefficients on the business failure rate, on the other hand, are never statistically different from zero.
Models 2 and 6 include the branch banking ratio and deposit insurance dummy variables as additional regressors. In both models, the coefficient on the branching ratio indicates that bank failure rates were lower where branching was more prevalent, though only in model 6 is the coefficient statistically significant.
4 This suggests that, where permitted, branching lowered bank failure rates. Perhaps this occurred because branching banks were better diversified, or possibly because branching enabled banks to achieve economies of scale. States with more branching tended to have larger banks. The correlation coefficient between the branching ratio and the log of deposits per hank is 0.72, which is significant at the 0.01 level. The coefficients on the deposit insurance dummy variables in model 6 are not statistically different from zero. In model 2, however, the dummy for states where insurance ended by the mid-1920s (Kansas, Oklahoma, South Dakota and Texas) has a negative and significant coefficient. In these states, the average annual bank failure rate was some 3 percentage points lower because of deposit insurance. Apparently deposit insurance affected market structure in a way that reduced failure rates. This might be explained by the comparatively large increase in the relative number of national banks, which had lower failure rates than state banks, in these states. Models 3 and 7 test for this possibility by including the log of the ratio of national banks to total banks as an additional independent variable. Doing so reduces somewhat the absolute size and statistical significance of the deposit insurance coefficient. Insurance appears to have had no effect on the national bank ratio in states where insurance lasted at least until 1928. The coefficient on deposit insurance for these states is positive and fairly large (though not statistically significant), suggesting that insurance affected bank failure rates in these states by causing excessive numbers of banks or risk-raking.
Models 4 and 8 further indicate how banking market structure affected bank failure rates during the Depression. I exclude branching and deposit insurance from these specifications because their effects on bank failures appear to have worked through their influence on market structure. Further analysis of the detenninants of market structure is presented in the next section.
The market structure measures included in models 4 and 8 are the logs of banks per capita in 1929, the ratio of national to all banks in 1929, and the average volume of deposits per bank in 1929. Only the coefficients on the ratio of national to all banks is statistically significant. Its negative coefficients indicate that bank failure rates and rates of deposits in failed banks were smaller where national banks were relatively more prevalent. Multi-collinearity might explain the absence of a significant relationship between bank size, or the number of banks per capita, and failure rates. The correlation coefficient between the logs of the national bank ratio and average deposits per bank is 0.49, which is significant at the 0.01 level, while that between the logs of the national bank ratio and number of banks per capita is -0.34, which is significant at the 0.02 level. The correlation between the national bank ratio and bank size makes it impossible to determine whether differences in regulation or supervision of state and national banks had an impact on failures, except as they might have influenced bank size. The absence of a significant relationship between bank size and failure rates, however, suggests that any influence size had on failures is reflected in the ratio of national banks to all banks.
The inclusion of banks per capita, the national bank ratio and average bank size in the bank failure rate model reduces the statistical significance of the percentage change in per capita income and the farm failure rate. The correlation coefficients between the market structure variables and the two measures of economic activity are all statistically significant at the 1 percent level. The states with the largest declines in per capita income and the highest farm failure rates also had the highest numbers of banks per capita, the lowest national bank ratios and smallest average bank sizes. Although the Depression affected the entire nation, rural farming regions were hit especially hard. Unfortunately these states also tended to have banking markets consisting of many small, undiversified banks. Thus, it is difficult, if not impossible, to apportion the comparatively high bank failure rates of these states between changes in the level of economic activity and the vulnerability of their banking systems.
5 The evidence presented here, however, suggests that banking market structure affected the performance of state banking systems, and adds weight to other research associating banking distress and declining economic activity in the 1930s with banking system fragility (see Bernanke andJames, 1991; Calomiris, 1993; and Grossman, 1994) .°C onceivably, income fell mole and farm failure rates were higher in these states because their banking market stauctures were more aol aerobicto bank fnilores, As noted previously, the measures of ece anrnic actvity ideally would be treated as dependent variablesin a simultaneous-equatoasframework to capture any impact of bank tailares on ecorawic activity.
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The evidence presented in the preceding section shows that government policies affected bank failure rates during the Depression, at least in part, by causing differences in banking market structure across states. Further insight into the effects of government policies on market outcomes can thus be gleaned from studying interstate variations in banking market structure. Wheelock (1993) investigates the impact of government policies on banking market structure during the 1920s. There, I show that the number of banks per capita was lower where branch banking was more prevalent, in states that imposed high minimum capital requirements on state-chartered banks, and in states with deposit insurance systems. In addition, the number of banks per capita was lower in more densely populated states. The costs of transportation and communication make the finding of an inverse relationship between population density and the number of banks per capita unsurprising. An inverse relationship between the prevalence of branching and the number of banks per capita is also not surprising. Where permitted, branch offices can serve markets that otherwise would require independent banks. To the extent that branches substitute for unit banks, the number of banks per capita will be loweti Finally, because deposit insurance subsidized entry and was instituted only in unit banking states, it caused the number of banks per capita to be higher than it would otherwise have been.
Model 1 of Table 2 reports a regression of the log of banks per capita in 1929 on the log of population density the branching ratio, the deposit insurance dummy variables, the log of the ratio of farm to total state population, and the minimum capital requirement imposed on state banks. Only the coefficients on the latter two variables are insignificant. As expected, the less densely populated a state was, the higher were banks per capita. In addition, in states where there were deposit insurance systems, or where branch banking was less prevalent, banks per capita were again higher
The same variables are included in a model of the log of the ratio of the number of national banks to total banks. The most important determinant of this ratio is the ratio of farm to total state population: the greater the fraction of the population in agriculture, the lower the relative number of national banks. National banks were more prevalent in Northeastern manufacturing states and other states where agriculture was relatively unimportant. On the one hand, this reflects the lower population density of agricultural states, and that such states often set low minimum capital requirements for their state-chartered banks to ensure the presence of banking facilities in rural areas. Note that the coefficient on the minimum capital ratio is positive and, for a one-tail test, statistically significant at the 0.10 level. State-chartered banks also typically enjoyed fewer lending restrictions than national banks, especially on real estate loans. Consequently state-chartered banks were able to serve more of the banking needs of agricultural borrowers.
In model 2, the coefficients on the two deposit insurance dummy variables differ significantly from one another. The coefficient on the variable for states where deposit insurance ended early in the 1920s (Kansas, Oklahoma, South Dakota and Texas) is positive and, for a one-tail test, statistically significant at the 0.10 level. The failure of large numbers of state banks, and the decision of others to switch to national charters, explain why deposit insurance had a positive influence on the national bank ratio in these states. Insurance lasted longer, and generally performed better, in Mississippi, North Dakota and Nebraska and, hence, there was no effect of insurance on the national bank ratio.
Finally the coefficient on the branching ratio is not statistically different from zero. Until the McFadden Act of 1927 enabled national banks to open branches, virtually all branching was done by state-chartered institutions. The ability to branch might have increased the demand for state charters and, hence, all else equal, had a negative influence on the national bank ratio. On the other hand, it could have also held down state chartering because branch offices substituted for independent state banks. Table 2 is a regression of the log of average deposits per bank in 1929. This variable is negatively correlated with the number of banks per capita and positively correlated with the national bank ratio. Hence, the estimates of this model are unsurprising. Banks were larger in more densely populated stares and where agriculture was less important. Average bank size was also larger where branching was more prevalent. Apparently branching enabled banks to achieve larger scale than they otherwise would. Finally stares which had deposit insurance systems tended to have, on average, smaller banks. These were uniformly rural states that prohibited branching. Deposit insurance provided a subsidy that, because of branching restrictions, led to the entry of many small unit banks. The demise of deposit insurance removed this subsidy and, at least in four states, contributed to a shift toward more banks with federal charters. Despite this, the negative impact of insurance on average bank size apparently remained in 1929.
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Model 3 of
In response to the bank failures of the Great Depression, Congress enacted federal deposit insurance, imposed new restrictions on the activities of commercial banks, and maintained a strict prohibition of interstate branching. Although these policies appeared to work wefi for many years, their weaknesses were exposed in the 1980s, prompting reforms. looking back, economic historians have demonstrated the destabilizing effects ofdeposit insurance and branch banking restrictions in the 1920s. This article illuminates how these policies affected banking market structure and, ultimately, state-level bank failure rates during the Depression. Even though state deposit insurance had ended by 1929, its effects lingered into the 1930s, causing both higher numbers of banks per capita and higher ratios of national banks to total banks in states that earlier had insurance systems. At the same time, branching restrictions, where enforced, contributed to the small average size of unit banks and to their higher rate of failure during the Depression. Thus, as others have shown for the l980s, the geographic distribution of bank failures during the Depression was in part a function of market structure and government banking policies. N
